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PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS

FOCUSED:
text editor for mac

ASANA:
project management

This is the latest addition to my productivity tool arsenal, but maaaan ohhhh man, it’s 
quickly become my new favorite.

From their website,  
 
“No clutter, no distractions. Just a perfectly honed set of 
tools to help you write and stay focused on the task at 
hand.”

Boy, does it. Everything I write starts in this text editor. I used to write in Evernote, 
but there was just too much going on for me to truly focus when it came to writing 
actual content. Focused helps me stay... well, focused ;) I’ve already seen a huge 
difference in how much less time it takes for me to write my content.

Focused is clean and simplistic without any distracting buttons or menu items. It’s 
also a Markdown editor, which makes it super simple to convert documents into 
HTML. By far my favorite feature, though, is Zen Mode. This puts the editor into true 
fullscreen mode and completely hides everything on your desktop. All you see are 
your words and a small word count in the upper right.

And a nice little extra, it comes with calming soundtracks if you like to work with 
background music (I’ve included additional music recommendations at the end of this 
download!)

I use Asana for organizing all my bigger projects. Ones I know will span over sever-
al weeks or months, like brand identity or web design client work. 

The great thing about Asana is that it keeps everyone out of their inbox and focused 
on the project. You can segment tasks into groups, set due dates on the calendar for 
both yourself and your clients, and start conversations with each other directly in the 
program. There’s no fumbling around to figure out what comes next. You’ve got it all 
right there for everyone to see. 

Bonus Tip: If your clients are on a payment plan, set up those pay-
ments as individual tasks and assign them to your client along with 
the due date to make sure you’re paid on time!

Another awesome feature is that Asana walks new users through the program, so 
you don’t have to worry about creating your own tutorials to teach clients how to use 
it. It’s all right there right when they sign up. 

And the best part? Asana is completely free for teams of up to 15 members.

(I might also be a teeny bit in love with their new color scheme. Confession time: It’s 
a big reason why I tried out Asana in the first place. ;)
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https://71squared.com/focused
http://www.asana.com
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PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS

GOOGLE 
DRIVE:
file organization and 
sharing

EDITORIAL 
CALENDAR:
content planning 
and scheduling

I use Google Drive for everything that has to do with planning, and to store the final 
versions of all my writing. 

My folders right now include...

+ Clients: I use this for my strategy clients and include my notes, resources, and 
homework to share with them. I also store files shared with me by design clients, 
such as photos and content to use on their website. 

+ Collaborations: These are shared docs where I can brainstorm ideas, outlines, 
and plans with my collab partners.

+ Content: Final versions and outlines of all my content including blog posts, 
emails, downloadable resources (like this one!), etc. 

+ Planning: The nitty gritty stuff. This includes things like ideas for my social media 
and email schedules, breakdowns of my client processes, how I package my services, 
the layout of my website and individual pages, and future plans for the direction I 
want to take Painted Summers. 

+ Research/Notes: If I want to include statistics or examples in my content, this is 
where that research goes. I’ll also include my notes from books, webinars, podcasts, 
etc and list the source so that I remember where I got the information from and can 
refer back to them.

If you want your content to be purposeful and grow your brand and community, 
you’ve gotta start planning things out in advance. An editorial calendar helps me do 
exactly that.

I use both a physical and digital version. The digital to brainstorm and get those 
initial plans out there and organized, the physical to finalize everything and have a 
full overview of what’s coming. For whatever reason, I’m not a fan of solely relying 
online calendars. I like having something tangible I can hold and write in.

1. Editorial Calendar Template from Supercharge Your 
Writing by Seanwes:

My mind was totally blown from this workshop and how Sean (the creator) demon-
strated how he uses an editorial calendar. As in, it completely changed the way I 
approach content creation. 

2. EpicBlog: One-Year Editorial Planner from byRegina:

I use this planner to physically write down the actual dates each piece of content will 
be published, and record my monthly goals, income, and statistics. Everything Regi-
na makes is epic, and this planner definitely lives up to the name.
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https://www.google.com/drive/
https://www.google.com/drive/
https://seanwes.com/supercharge-your-writing/
https://seanwes.com/supercharge-your-writing/
http://www.amazon.com/EPIC-BLOG-One-Year-Editorial-Planner/dp/0988780070
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PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS

SELF
CONTROL:
site blocker for mac

WUNDER-
LIST APP:
digital to-do list

PHYSICAL 
WHITE-
BOARD:
daily to-do list, 
daily accomplish-
ments

I didn’t realize just how much I was letting social media and other distracting sites 
creep into my work time until I installed a site blocker. 

On my Mac, I use the SelfControl app to set a time limit on how long certain sites 
should be blocked for (I’m lookin’ at you, Pinterest). You can block sites for 15 min-
utes up to an entire day, and no matter what, you won’t be able to load any of these 
sites you’ve blacklisted. 

Gonna try restarting your computer to get passed it? Won’t work. You’re stuck until 
the timer runs out, buddy.

Bonus Tip: On Windows? I recommend the Block Site Google 
Chrome browser extension. 

Whatever you use, a site blocker is a total game changer. Sure, it might make ya feel 
like a kid with extreme parental controls, but hey. Ya gotta do whatcha gotta do.

My favorite to-do list app, especially ‘cause it’s free!

I use Wunderlist for my basic to-do lists, reminders of due dates or meetings, keep-
ing track of blog and website maintenance (makes me sound like some old guy in 
overalls, doesn’t it?), and small, individual tasks for the projects I have in Asana.

The visuals of this app are nice and the layout is straight forward, keeping you orga-
nized without needless complexity. You can create individual lists of tasks and folders 
to keep similar lists together, and all tasks have a section for you to add notes, a due 
date, subtasks, and even attach files.

Digital apps are cool and all, but I’ve gotta have my whiteboard to write down my 
most important daily tasks. There’s just something about being able to physically 
cross things off my list that makes me feel super accomplished. 

I prefer using a whiteboard since it cuts down on paper usage and I can reuse it over 
and over again. 

I’ll also use my whiteboard for writing down everything I did throughout the day 
so I can reflect on how things went. It’s great for remembering those little wins that 
might’ve otherwise gotten lost throughout the process.
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https://selfcontrolapp.com
https://selfcontrolapp.com
https://www.wunderlist.com
https://www.wunderlist.com
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/block-site/eiimnmioipafcokbfikbljfdeojpcgbh?hl=en
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/block-site/eiimnmioipafcokbfikbljfdeojpcgbh?hl=en
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PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS

RAINY
MOOD:
background noise 
for working

COFFITIVITY:
more background 
noise

I’m seriously OBSESSED with this site. You have no idea. It’s become my default go-
to whenever I start working, especially when the work involves writing. 

The name Rainy Mood is pretty self-explanatory, but it’s a loop collection of ambient 
rain and thunderstorm sounds. If you’re like me and need some type of background 
noise while you work, I couldn’t recommend this more. 

Bonus Tip: Playing Rainy Mood along with a music playlist is the 
best. combination. ever.

I have a list of some of my favorite playlists and sountracks at the bottom of this 
page!

Another great option for background noise if you like that coffee shop atmosphere. 
Coffitivity has several different loops, each with different vibes like “Morning Mur-
mor” or “Lunchtime Lounge.” I’ll use this whenever I feel like switching it up a bit 
from the rainy sounds. I’m all about that variety.

+  Ori and the Blind Forest soundtrack

+  Kingdom Hearts soundtracks

+  Final Fantasy soundtracks

+  Legend of Zelda soundtracks

+  Assassin’s Creed II soundtrack

+  The Last of Us soundtrack

+  Studio Ghibli music

RECOMMENDED MUSIC

+  Ludovico Einaudi albums

+  The Piano Guys albums

+ 2Cellos albums

+ Kyle Landry music and albums

+  Deep Focus Playlist on Spotify

+  Peaceful Piano Playlist on Spotify

+ NOT Your Parents’ Classical Playlist on Spotify
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http://www.rainymood.com
http://www.rainymood.com
https://www.coffitivity.com

